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W

ith the urave of

economic liberalization
across the globe, the issue of

appropriate

regulatory

mechanism for capital markets
and indeed financialmarkets as a
whole has come under focus in
some countries. To some market
observers, theintroduction of new

regulations when financial

essence, economic or financial
market liberalization may compel

the introduction of more
regulations. Why then is
regulation necessary?
The need for capital market
regulation is moti'.rated by the
desire to protect the investing
public from malpractices, instill
confidence in the system and

l

markets are undergoing ensure financial market and *

liberalization seerns conhadictory
given that liberalization is
characterized by policies which
encourage greater freedom and
less gowrnment control. We have
seen for instance, that in the
former command economies of
Eastern Europe the transition to
market-oriented economy has
brought about the establishment
of capitalist institutions such as
stock exchanges and other capital
market institutions has in turn
necessitated the setting-up of
statutory regulatory agencies to
regulate the activities of market
participants in some of these
countries. Also drawing from the

economic stability which are
pivotalto economic growth and
development. History has shown
that inadequate or absence of
regulation is detrimental to the
capital market as it encourages
sharp practices by participants
(e.g. investors, operators and
issuers). Regulatory agencies are
therefore necessary to police
activities in the market with the

ultimate aim of preventing or
minimizing abuses which might
mar investors confidence, the
market's integrity and stability.
As financial markets get
liberalized, market participants
are more likely to abuse the

experience of the United system hence new and someti mes
Kingdom, financial market stiffer regulations are usually
liberalization in the late 1980s
ushered in new regulations and
the establishment of the Securities

and Investment Board (SIB)- the

statutory market regulator. In

introduced

to prevent likely

abuses, and keep the market in
check. This is part accounts for
the introduction of additional
regulations in economies being

f
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liberalized.
Regulations are nothing more
than rule, principles and
procedures which guide the
conduct of all participants in the
market. They are in other words,
the dos and dont's expected of
any player in the market in order
to achieve orderliness in the
market place and general stability.
To ensure conformity therefore,
sanctions must be incorporated
in the regulations. Capital market
regulations must not excessive of
absent as both situations would
be detrimentalto its growth and
development. What is required is
adequate and effective regulations
capable of promoting confidence
and stability, and stimulating

participation. Obviously the
continuous participation of

8€,lng lext ol o popu presenled ol the lnternoltonol Conference an 'Pronrcting Cofltol Morkets in Atrico' orgonised by the
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investors in any capitalmarket is

regulations must be put in place

largely predicated upon the from the onset to guide the
reposalof confidence. Thus any
action which erodes confidence
would in turn createapathy as no
investor would be enthusiastic to
put his money in a market which
is prone to abuses. It is also
worthy of not that to attract
foreign investors, a market must
be seen to be essentially free
from abuses and maintain an
acceptable level of stability. The
safety of investrnent is very vital,
and this evidently explains the
wariness of foreign investors
about investing in unregulated
market. As was rightly concluded
in an article titled: "Market Mania"
in the August 3,1992 Edition of
Newsweek Magazine, 'The New
York Stock Exchange is a bastion
of free enterprises and one of the
mostregulated markets on earth;
that is why it works".

mechanism of trading and general

conduct of members. In a few
markets such as Taiwan and
Mauritius however, statutory
regulations were introduced prior
to the establishment of stock
exchanges. This might have
arisen from the desire to have
proper legal framework in place
attheevolution of amarket place.
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Association of Securities Dealers
- provided for in the enabling law
of the Securities and Exchange
Commission is yet to come into
being. The two existing regulatory
institutions have independently
and collectively played vital roles

in the

development

of

the

Nigerian capitalmarket. It should
be noted that while in developed
markets regulatory bodies are

principally concerned with

Statutory regulations are markets regulation an emerging
usually administered by Securities

Commissions or similar bodies
set up by government to oversee
activities in the capitalmarket. In
countries where such bodies are
presently non-existent, regulatory
responsibilities usually fall on
specific government ministries
such as Ministries of Finance or

Economy. Evidently, most
countries have preferred the
establishment of regulatory

market such as Nigeria cannot
but give equal prominence to
market development. The
peculiar feature of emerging
markets make this essential. We
look here at some of these

features which would

be
examined in more detail later.
(a) illiquidity
smallness in size

(b)
(c)

lowparticipatorylevelofthe
populace

Types of Market Regulations: agencies with reporting (e) relatively low level of
professionalism
responsibility to the Finance
An unserved globaltrend is the

adoption

of a dual market

regulatory structure with statutory

and non-statutory regulations

Ministry.
Non-statutory regulations are
formulated and administered by
Self-Regulatory Organizations
(SROs) and as indicated earlier
such regulations have no force of

operating simultaneously. Nonstatutory regulations (which lack
legal backing) usually pre-date
statutory regulations. In most law.
countries therefore, statutory Role of Regulatory Bodies in
regulations were introduced after Nigeria:
the establishrnent of a formal
Nigeria currently has two
market for secondary trading
regulatory bodies viz: the
securities. On the other hand,
Securities and Exchange
non-statutory regulations always
which has statutory
evolve alongside the Commission
powers and the Nigerian Stock
establishment of secondary Exchange with non-statutory
facilities i.e. stock exchange and
powers. A third non-statutory
over-the counter markets, in view
regulatory body - the National
of the fact that rules and
r3

(0 inadequate

market

information, etc.
These inadequacies which are

common

in many emerging

markets are absent in matured
markets hence market regulation
forms the only focus of activities
in matured markets. The specific
roles of the Securities and
Exchange Commission and the
Nigerian Stock Exchange willbe
discussed next.

Role of Securities and
Exchange Commission:

(l)

Regulatory Role:

The regulatory functions of the
Nigerian SEC is not substantially

different from those of its
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counterparts elsewhere (which intention that the securities shall
mainly is that of investors not be held ultimately other than
protection). The protection of by those to whom the offers were
investors is fundamental and made" Section 6 (d)and 14 from
requires certain safe guards which which this responsibility is also
are put in place by the SEC. Uke derived, mandate the SEC to
other Securities Commissions, register allmarkets and operators
safeguards are ensured through in the capital market. As you may
inter alia the adoption of basic have heard fromspeakers before
orthodox methods of market me, registration is one of the
regulation. These methods most potent instrument of
include registration, surveillance, investor protection as it enables
investigation and enforcement. Securities Commissions to
Through these and other activities critically assess the fitness or
of the SEC investors'confidence otherwise of all institutions and
has been straightened and persons proposing to operate in
participation in the capital market the capital market. Ascertaining
stimulated. Indeed, the realization their suitability is critical to
by investors that a body existed confidence building, given that
which stands to protect their any unscrupulous action could
interest from malpractices and erode confidence and destroy the
other forms of abuses, would fabric of the market.
As the basic disclosure
encourages some level of
participation. Nonetheless, it is instrument, registration demands
only when a regulatory authority that accurate and comprehensive
is seen by the public as an information be sought and

capital market thrives on
confidence, the issuance of
worthless of securities would
result in financial loss to investors,

dampen confidence and hinder
capital market development. An
important registration, dirlosure
and investor protection document

the prospectus. For every public
offer of securities therefore, this
document must be well vetted
and approved by the SEC.
Through vetting the SEC makes
sure thatthe information contents
are full, adequate, and clear (i.e.
not capable of misinterpretations)
such that would assist an investor
is

rnake

a rational decision. The

SEC determines the information
contents which must be supplied
in a prospectus.

Registration is a continuous
process thus periodic renewal is
expected of certain registrants
such as market operators and
facilities. In addition, all major

unbiased regulator which obtained from prospective changes concerning the
performs its functions creditably registrants. In Nigeria, registration must be promptly
without fear or favour, that information submitted must be disclosedto the SEC. Thisenables
conf idence can really be sworn to before a Commissioner the SEC determine the continued
strengthened and participation
enhanced. The SEC in Nigeria
has been able to maintain these
ideals. Its f unctions are
enumerated below:

of Oath. That not withstanding,
the SEC endeavours to verify all
information submitted to it. In
addition a satisfactory police
clearance is required from all

suitability of registrants to engage
in capital market business. A

(a) Registration:

prospective individual registrants
(Whether sponsored by
organizations or not). This in

registration. As an evidence ol
authorityto operatein the market,
the SEC issues certificates to all
registered operators and advise
that they be displayed at

This function is derived from
Section 6 (b)of the Securities and essence, is to prevent the
Exchange Commission Decree Participation of ex-convicts and
1988 which imposes on the SEC criminals in securities business.
the responsibility of registering Registration extends also to
"all securities proposed to be securities and issuers of securities

offered for sale to or

for

subscription by the public or be

offered privately with the
14

to ascertain the worthiness of the
former and the credibility of the
latter. Given the fact that the

violation of the terms of

registration can attract
suspension or revocation of

conspicuous areas in their offices.
In the same vein, investors are

advised

to deal only with

registered operators. The SEC
usually takes appropriate actions
against any person or persons
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who solicits for investment atmosphere for the orderly
business in the capital market growth and development of the
without due registration. The capital market.
Pursuant to this sections, the
number of operating institutions
in the market has increased SEC employs a number of
considerably standing at 247. surveillance tools which include
Many of these institutions were the requirement that information
established in the late 1980s,/ affecting issues and issuers in
early 1990s encouraged by both the primary and secondary
deregulation of the Nigerian market be promptly released to
economy and the enlightenment the public and that no trading is
campaigns by the regulatory affected on the basis of privileged
information. Trading activities
authorities.
Although the contribution of involving Key officers of quoted
market operators to the national companies and allthose who by
economy be assessed in monetary virtue of their position have access
terms, the increase in their to unpublished price sensitive
number has undoubtedly inforrnation of public quoted
stimulated activities in the market companies are theref ore

and enhanced

capital

formulation.

(b) Surueillance and
Investigation:

thoroughly scrutinized f or need
possible act of insider dealing.
Market surveillance also takes

other forms. Of particular
importance is the monitoring of

The maintenance of market trading activities on the Nigerian
ethics (i.e principles and rules of
professional conduct) as well as
transparency, re paramount to
the sustenance of confidence. As

the watchdog of the capital
market the SEC constantly

Stock Exchange. Since the SEC
and the Nigerian Stock Exchange
are yet to be electronically linked,
surveillance takes the form of

physical presence

representatives

of

of

Surveillance

monitors market activities to and Investigation Division of the
forestall manipulative and other SEC at every trading session of
illegal practices. The SEC derives the Stock exchange. These staff
this power from Section 6 (c), (e) are expected to monitor trading
and (h) of its enabling law which Activities vigilantly and report
states that it should:
back any suspected case of price
o maintain surveillance over the manipulation
of insider dealings
securities market to ensure for investigation. Sharp price
orderly, fair and equitable dealing movements and unusually large
in securities;
volumes of transactions are often
o protect the integrity of the targets for scrutiny. In cases of
securities market against any suspected abuses, the SEC
abuses arising from the practice promptly calls for detailed records
of insider dealing;
of all parties to the deal for
o create the necessary investigation.
l5

Another surveillance activity is
the routine check carried out on
the market operators to ensure
that proper records are being
kept and no breach of market
rules and regulations have taken
place. Such checks are usually
without prior notice and any
observed lapse is reported for
prompt investigation. The SEC
also expects the Stock Exchange
to submit to it reports of all
inspections carried out by it on its
member firms. Indeed such
reports do guide the extent of the
SEC's routine checks. For
instance an extensive follow-up
checks could be commenced on
member firm if the SEC sees the

to do so

following

surveillance report submitted by
the Stock Exchange.
Surveillance further entails the
review of newspaper and other

periodicals

to detect

f

or

investigation any report which
might suggest that violation of
securities laws have occurred.
It should be pointed out that in
the securities market, even
rumours could be useful source
of detecting actual acts of illegality
and should therefore not be
dismissed
due

without

investigation. Similarly, all
complaints must be thoroughly
investigated.
In Nigeria, the Surveillance and
Investigation Division initiated
investigation on all complaints
received by the SEC and reports
its findings to management for
necessary action. In view of the
infrastructural problems, most
complaints border on delay in
receipt of shares certificates and
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emerging markets should, given

dividend warrants.

in the securities business to make

(c) Enforcement:

a livelihood, any unfavourable their level of development

publicity on any operator would
reduce investors' patronage and
significantly hamper operations
and profitability. Indeed, in cases
of severe sanctions the reputation
protection and market integrity.
of an operator could be damaged
The Enforcement Division of the
to the extent that his business
SEC is responsible for this
activities outside the securities
function and works very closely
be impaired. These
with the surveillance and marketwould
possible consequences are
Investigation Division. It is the
deterrents from engagement in
duty of this Division or not a
illegal market activities.
violation of the law has occurred
and to recommend appropriate (d) Rule Making:
sanctions where a violation has
Securities market must be
been established. The institution guided by rules and regulations.
of sanctions and other remedial As the administrator of the
actions are important as they not
securities laws and the apex
only induce confidence but also institution for the capital rnarket,
serve as deterrent to further the SEC in Nigeria like others,
violations.
formulate rules and regulations
In Nigeria, sanctions on proven
aimed at maintaining stability and
cases of violations take various inducting sustainable growth and
forms, depending of course, on development of the capital market
the severely of violation. For very
with ultimate benefit to the
minor offences a warning might national economy. In a rapidly
be appropriate while severe cases
developing capital market (with
could attract withdrawal of licence
increased and
in which case the offender is improvement in the quality and
barred from operating in the types of instruments, facilities
capital market. Also a court operators etc.) rules and
injunction can be sought or regulations should change if need
litigation instituted. Furthermore,
be to accommodate changing
violators can be compelled to circumstances. For instance,
disgorge proceeds f rom renewed dynamism of a market
transactions, recede action or could warrant the introduction of
may be suspended from engaging new rules and regulations,
in capital market activities for a amendment or revocation of
given period of time. Usually, existing laws considered outdated
sanctions become negative in light of new developments.
publicity for operators because Rule making should therefore be
of the adverse effect which they seen as an on-going process and
have on their credibility and not static. Similarly capital market
invariably, on their business. All authoril ies parrticularly in
operators arre firsl. atncl forernosl

Ensuring strict complaints with
the securities laws is considered a
very vital function of the SEC,
being overly essentialto investor

record

l6

formulate rules and regulations
which can enhance the growth
and development of their capital
markets ratherthan stifle of retard
growth. Thus while regulating,
developmental issues should not
be neglected.

The

af orementioned
(i.e.
mechanism
regulatory
registration, surveillance,

investigation and enforcement) if
eff iciently
adequate,
discharged would be effective in
promoting investors confidence
in a market. This is because an
awareness by investors that all
prospective operators in the

and

market would be critically
scrutinized to prevent the
participation of persons of
questionable character as earlier
stated will kindle their interest. In
the same vein, the awareness
that market activities are being

closely watched

to

prevent

abuses, and if abuses occur, swilt

and appropriate action will be
taken, will also stimulate
participation in the market and
boost its growth.

(e) Regulating Business
Combinations:
According to Section 6 (g) of
the enabling law of the SEC, the
SEC is to "review, approve and
regulate mergers, acquisitions and

all orms of

business
combinations". Section 8 further
expatiated this function by
requiring that an application be
approved only if such a business
combinations in the finding of
SEC will not "directly or
f
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indirectly" or in any other form,

"substantially
competition or

developmental policies and

(i0

Low Demand

I992

for

restrain programmes. from the Nigerian Securities:
create experience, such activities have
The low personalincome level
monopoly". However, Section 8 pro',red to be positive instimulating in some emerging market
(3) of the law exempted holding the growth of the capitalmarket
economies, lack of proper
companies "acquiring shares as well as in increasing the level knowledge about securities
solely for the purposes of of capital f ormation and markets, availability of more
investment and not for the economic development. Among attractive alternative investment
purpose of using the shares by the features of emerging markets particularly money market
voting or otherwise to create or which makes it imperative for instruments and realestate have
attempt to cause substantial regulatory authorities to embark hindered the demand f or
restraint of competition or tend on developmental functions are: securities and capital market
to create monopoly in any line of

business enterprises". Also
exempted under Section 8 (4)

(i)Few Listed Securities:

The number of

growth in general.

quoted
are transactions etfected by any companies are relatively smallin
agency of government with emerging markets. Besides many

(iii) Low Trading Activities:

powers to do so. The SEC has a
drawn-up procedural guidelines
be followed strictly by

companies which are listing are
not, owing to the reluctance of
their proprietors to seek quotation

Nigeria), the tendency is for
existing investors to hold on to

undertake such activities. The

consequently losing control. For
instance, many entrepreneurs in

to

companies intending

developing countries hardly
o filing of a pre-merger notice differentiate their personal
finance from corporate funds.
with the SEC;
fulfilled.

Thus, occasionally, companies'
accounts are made to finance
the SEC for personal expenditures such as
holidays, children's school fees,

lodging of a formal application
form in respect of the merger/

acquisition with

consideration;
. ensuring that allpost approval wedding and funeral ceremonies.
requirements expected from the In effect, corporate and personal
accounts are seen as the same.
company are compiled with.
Detailed information and The fear that a change in
documents about the companies corporate status would erode
involved in the proposedmerger/ power over, and control of the
acquisition etc. must be submitted company, in addition to the
to the SEC to enable it take a expectation of greater
accountability, do discourage
position on the application.
enterprises from going public.
(2) Market Development Furthermore, lack of adequate
Role:
knowledge about the benefits
level
the
of
derivable from using the facilities
that
It was earlier
economic development of of the capital market compound
emerging capital markets calls the problem.
f

17

securities outweighs supply (as in

their securities for the fear that if

to for fear of diluting holdings and disposed

following conditions must be

.

In market where demand for

or the introduction of

of, comparatively

investments might not be easily
found for purchase.
The desire for dividends which
principally motivates investment
in the securities market in some
countries (again as in Nigeria)

discouraged trading

in

the
companies with

securities of
high dividend yield since holders
of such securities are usually
reluctant to sell. A consequence
of these factors is that market
float (i.e. securities available for
regular trading) is relatively small.

In Nigeria, and I believe in a
number of other emerging
markets, the holdings of
institutional investors are large
but unfortunately hardly traded.
Speculative activities are
therefore virtually absent in many
markets. This is worsened by
ineff icient clearing and settlement
system.,

OCTOBER/DECEMBER
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Government also contributes
to the inactivity in some markets
by acquiring interest in quoted
companies in sectors considered
to be economically strategic. This
ishowever, fastchanging in many

countries

implementing

economic reform programmes.

(vii) Low level
awareness:

of

I992

market in matured markets.

(") Low level of market

automation:
The level of securities market
The trend around the globe is,
awareness is low in many
emerging markets and towards securities market
contributory to the supply of and Automation as a means of
dernand forsecurities. In some of improving efficiency. Owing
these markets, literacy rate is perhaps to size, infrastructural

(iv)Poor Infrastructual quite low and
Facilities:
Infrastructural facilities which

are extremely essential for
economic and capital market
development are in poor
condition in rnany countries. Such
facilities as telecommunications,
electricity, supply, postal services
are inadequate and inefficient.
For isntance, power failure could
temporarily disrupt trading while
inef f icient postal services
contribute to delays in the delivery

system. Also poor telephone
services hamper communications

while the clearance

and
settlement procedures are
cumbersome in some markets.

(v) Illiquidity:
The infrastructural problems
identified above, coupled with
the reluctance of many investors
to sell, lead to market illiquidity.

(vi) Small Market Size:
The number o[ companies in
emerging markets is generally
fewer than those in developed
rnarkets. Similarly the dollar value
of their outstanding shares is
relatively small; and considering
the low trading activities, market
capitalization is small.

public problems, technical financial and
enlightenment materials and other constraints, many emerging
programmes where avai lable, are
only meaningful to the literate
class. Indeed the workings and
essence of the capital market are
little understood even by the
literate class, thus impairing its
growth and development.

(viii) Lackoftimelyandeasy
access to information:
Adequate, timely, comprehensive
and easy access to information
are very essential to investment
decision in the capital market.
Unfortunately these are largely

lacking in developing markets.

(ix) Few Financial

(xi) Closed Markets:
With the exception of a few,
many emerging markets are still
closed to direct foreign portfolio
investments. In the 1 980s indirect
portfolio investments became
popular with the proliferation of
sovereign and regional funds.

(xii)Unfavourable
government policies:
Unfavourable policies can
inter-alia take the form of placing
permissible limit on dividend and

capital repatriation thereby
discouraging participation in the

Instruments and
Institutions:

The array of

markets are yet to be automated.

securities market and the
economy. Furthermore, the
f

inancial

instruments available for trading
in any market would definitely
stimulate both supply of and
demand for securities in the
capital market. In many emerging
markets however, the choice of
instruments available to investors
is usually limited. In the same

vein the level of financial
intermediation is relatively low
while intermediaries are less

competitive, efficient and
innovative than their counterparts

provision of cheap credit in the
money market (which albeit is
intended to boost investment) can
depress the capital market and
create distortions in the financial
market as short term funds would
be diverted into projects needing
long term capital. The preference
for considerable large debt
financial vis-a-vis equity funds has
its negative implications for both
the company and the economy.

Many of the

problem

enumerated above

also

characterize the Nigerian capital
market. Nonetheless, significant
t8
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efforts are being made by both
regulators and operators to
improve the situation. Indeed
remarkable progress has been
recorded in this regard.
Being empowered with the
duty of fostering capital market
growth and development, the
SEC has devised a number of
means to achieve this:

Policy Initiation:

The first and perhaps most
important is the initiation of
government policies relating to
the capital market. In this regard,
the SEC takes advantage to its

position as the chief adviser to
the government on matters
af

fecting the capital market. Since

Stock Exchange and more are in

no doubt about the desirability of

the pipeline for privatization

introducing same in Nigeria. Such

through similar means.

measures

The programme has

also

enlarged the share owners base
in the country as more Nigerians
now invest in the stock market
while increases capital market
awareness has been observed in
the country.
In many developing countries,
the low income level of the
citizens, the low income level of
the citizens, and the lack of skill
for direct portfolio management,
dampens interest in the capital
market. As a way out of this
problem, the SEC initiated the
laws (administered by it) which
regulated unit trust schemes in
Nigeria. At the moment there

it was established, the SEC has
initiated a number of policies are about eleven unit trust
which are today successful schemes operating in the country
government programme. For with assets running into millions
isntance, the SEC, in realization of Naira and enhanced
of the positive impact which participation in the market. Of
privatization and debt conversion
programmes can have on the
capital market and the national
economy, decided to stimulate
interest in the subject, creating

appropriate fora for critical

investment trust company to be
quoted on the Nigeria Stock
Exchange. These instruments,
the SEC believes would serve as
stimuli for market development
as they would ease both the

the

still

undergoing

implementation, has particularly
stimulated growth of the market.

In the f our years of

its

introduction, shares of over
twenty two companies have been

divested through
insl"rumentality

l9

of

the
the Nigeria

amendment to existing laws. The
SEC has persistently (as far back
as 1980) advocated for the
application of market incentives
to the Nigerian market. So also
has the Nigerian Stock Exchange.
As a response as an initials, step
withholding tax on capitalmarket
instruments was recently reduced
from 15 per cent to 5 per cent.
In the submission of policy

proposals

to

government,
regulatory authorities should
ensure that such proposals are
well articulated and convincing
enough to warrant positive
response mostof thetime. There

is no gainsaying the fact that
other considerations (such as
envisaged revenue loss) could
influence government decision
in granting incentives to the

capital market;

that
recent the SEC granted Approval notwithstanding, regulatory
for the flotation of the first authorities should be able to

examination of these subjects.
The eventual outcome was the
introduction of privatization and demand for and supply of
debt conversion programmes by securities.
government. The In the areas of statues, the
privatisation programme which SEC has been instrumental in

is

would require

initiating changes to existing laws,
and drafting of new laws to foster
capital market development.
It is known that fiscaland other
incentives have been extensively

employed

to

boost

some

emerging capital markets. Market
authorilies in Nigeria are left in

properly educate government on
the benefits of incentives and
other policy proposals which
might originate from the proper
understanding on the issues by

government could yield
favourable response.

Public Awareness:
A capital market-literate society
is no doubt an asset to its growth

anddevelopment. In Nigeria, the
public is largely uneducated about
the essence, working and benefits
of the capital market. This
situation makes it imperative for
the SEC, the Nigerian Stock
Exchange and rnarket operators
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to vigorously embark

on
programmes aimed at improving
knowledge about the capital
market. The most widely use
method for public education has
been the creation of public fora
such as seminars, conferences,
workhops etc. where issues of
the capital market are discussed.
From observation most
participation at such gatherings
usually have good knowledge of
the working of the market and do

attend to broaden their
knowledge

on

sometimes

o'.rer twelve public awareness

fora.
(both
The use of the media
print and electronic) is probably

the most effective means of
reaching the grassroots. The SEC
has on occasions usedthisavenue

ully. f or

ective
dissemination of information
relating to the capital market to
the public, the SEC strongly
believes that the media
community is invaluable.
However, for proper reporting,
successf

ef f

good under-standing of the capital
market is essential. The SEC

specialized issues. Thus most therefore occasionally, organizes,
participants have largely been enlightenment programmes for
market operators, government financial journalists. In addition,
functionaries, the academic information on the market are
community, professional bodies regularly made available to them
and staff of quoted cornpanies. for onward dissemination to the
While these meetings have not public.
Another very vital method of
been too successful in attracting
grassroots participation, they enhancing public knowledge
have been very valuable in which has been proved to be
discussion issues aimed ay useful is the publication of a
improving the professional variety of market related
expertise of operators, the periodicals, pamphlets and
operational efficiency of the conference proceedings etc.
market, listing on the Stock These publications are technical
Exchange, introduction of new and non technical to cater for
f inancial instruments etc.
various categories of readers. A
Decisions reached at every such video documentary film on the
gathering organized by the SEC market has also been produced

are a matter of policy made
available to the government for

necessary action.

The

priratization, debt conversion and
unit trusts all formed subjects of
SEC conferences. Proceedings
of such fora are usually given
considerable publicity for ef f ective
dissemination of information on
issues discussed and decision
reached to the generalpublic. To
date, the SEC has sponsored
20

by the SEC as a public education
material.

In 1991, at the instance of the
SEC a CapitalMarket Committee

solutions to such problems, Subcommittees are established when
necessary to examine specific
issues. Two sub-committees were
for isntance established, one of
which is to look into the modalities
for operating an over-the counter
market in the country. It is our
belief than an over-the counter
market would acti',ate the market
considerably.

The Nigerian

Stock

Exchanges:

The regulatory roles of the
SEC and the Nigerian Stock
Exchange are complementary.
As a self-regulatory organisation
(SRO) the Stock Exchange has
authority over its members to
whom it sets rules of ethics to
guide
prof essional

their

behaviour. The rules, professional
behaviours. The rules, which must

be approved by the

SEC,

incorporat e expecled behavi our
of memberson andoff thetrading
floors. Such rules andregulations
are aimed at ensuring orderliness
on the trading floor, honesty of
stockbrokers in dealing with client

and among themselves,
preventing conflict

of

interest,

and generally upholding the
market's integrity and protecting
the interest of the public. The
Nigerian Stock Exchange, like
others, believes in the principle

comprising

..MY WORD IS
MY BOND''

representatives of the SEC and
market operatorswas set-up. The
CMC which is purely an advisory
body meets on quarterly basis to
discuss issues affecting the capital
market and when problems are

which must be imbibed by all its
dealing members. To dealon the
trading floor, a stockbroker must
have successfully undergone a
training period of six (6) months,
after which he takes the Stock

identified, the CMC proffers

Exchange qualifying examinat ion

(CMC)
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which comprises both written and
oral assessment. This is necessry

to prevent

incompetence in
securities trading. Since only

brokers authorized by the Stock
F-xchange and registered by the
SEC can dealin listed securities,

companies be rnade available to
shareholders at regular intenals.
Material changes must however,
be immediately released to the
Exchanges for transmission to
brokers.
Although the responsibility of

had been slow in sorne areas,
remarkable progress has been
recorded in others. The number
of quoted companies has
increased from three at inception
of the Stock Exchange in 1961
to 146 as at middle of September
L992 an average of four listing a

investors are assured that market development falls
necessary steps have been taken principally on the SEC, the year. This might not look
to safeguardtheir interests. They Nigerian Stock Exchange as an impressive, but, Government
are also assured that agents found

SRO, and a major player in the

wanting would be appropriately
dealtwith by the Stockexchange
and if necessary by the SEC.
Usmlly, the SEC would intervene

market also has the duty of
increasing public knowledge

towards enhanced participation
in the market place. To its credit
if it considers the Stock the exchange had embarked on
Exchange's sanction on a numerous public enlightenment
member firm inadequate for the programmes and publishes a
offence committed. That aside, nurnber of public information
the power and responsibilities of materials. An important feat of
the SEC are much wider and so the Exchange was the
also are the measures it can take introduction of a Secondtier
against violators of the securities Securities Market (SSM)in 1985
laws. The awareness of all of to attractthe quotation of smaller
these, gives investors some level companies not ripe for quotation
of confidence to invest in of smaller companies not ripe for
quotation on the main board.
securities.
The regulatory powers of Stock There are currently twenty
Exchange transcends its companies on this market while
members. It has within its purview three have graduated to this
issuers of listed securities who market while three have
must meet certain laid down graduated to the main board.
criteria bef ore their securities can
Conclusion:
be accepted for listing and to
There is no doubt that the
remain listed. Most of the listing
requirements are intended to existence of both the Securities
protect existing and potential and Exchange Commission and
shareholders of the company. the Nigerian Stock Exchange, as
The Exchange therefore, requires joint regulators of the capital
that full and material information market has had positive influence
on operators of quoted on the market. Although growth

21

policies in recent years coupled
with the activities of the regulatory
bodies has encouraged listings
remarkably. For isntance between
1985 and September L5, L992
fifty new equities were listed on
the Stock Exchange.
The market has also become an
important source of new capital
to business entities as new issued
raised in the capital market
reached almost N10 billion atthe
beginning of the 1990s. Market
operators haw not only increased
in number, but have become
more efficient and innorative.
The levelof professionalism has

also evidently

improved.

Although infrastructural problems

still plague the

market,

improvement is being made. The
Stock Exchange has for isntance

recorded progress towards
improving the clearing and
settlement process. Finally, the
level of market awareness has
increased remarkably as more
Nigerians now show interest in
the capital market.
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No o/ Llstings
(Equltles)
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Neu

Transactlon

Issues

N,M

Value

Market
cap.

Turnouer
Ratto

Stock
Index

(N'M)

NM

@

(1984=100)

1961

3

2.3

1962

4

4.5

1963

5

10.3

1964

5

14.0

1965

5

15.9

7966

6

16.4

L967

6

12.4

1968

6

t2.8

L969

7

16.4

L970

8

48.4

76.6

40.7

40.8

797L

13

87.0

18.1

N.A

N.A

1972

19

70.6

27.2

169.3

16.1

L973

23

134.3

92.4

194.8

47.4

L974

33

76.7

50.7

272.6

18.6

L975

23

451.5

63.7

313.9

20.3

t976

34

Mr.3

111.9

458.3

24.4

t977

34

478.7

180.0

618.57

29.1

L978

42

220.0

189.5

1071.5

L7.7

L979

81

N.A

26t.9

N.A

N.A

1980

91

378.82

512.7

464.2

11.5

1981

93

455.22

332.1

4976.8

6.7

1982

93

533.44

214.8

4025.7

5.3

1984

94

159.75

418.2

5514.9

7.6

1985

96

817.19

319.6

6670.7

5.5

L27.3

1986

99

835.07

494.0

6794.8

7.3

163.8

1987

100

450.73

348.0

8297.6

4.2

190.9

1988

t02

399.98

137.6

10020.75

t.4

233.6

1989

111

L629.86

527.6

72848.66

4.1

325.3

1990

131

9964.47

265.5

16358.40

1.6

513.8

t991.

L42

1869.94

136.7

23L24.94

0.6

783.0

1992 (Sept.)

r49

28862.98

1022.0

